
Comune di
NEGRAR

DISCOVER
THE VALLEY OF NEGRAR



Nestled amongst the hilly vineyards 
and cherry trees and divided by a stre-
am called “progno”. The territory of 
Negrar (17,106 residents) extends to-
wards the most easterly part of Valpo-
licella, the ancient Val Veriacus, unities 
in the north with the Lessini mountains. 
The name Negrar is believed to arrive 
from the late Latin Nigrariu, meaning 
“place of the black soil”. The presence 
of man since prehistoric times is evi-
denced by the discovery of many man-
made artifacts in flint dated from the 
Paleolithic period and from the “ca-
stellieri”, fortified villages strategical-
ly positioned on high grounds dating 
back to the Bronze and Iron Age. 
In Roman times the territory belonged 
to the Pagus degli Arusnatium, howe-
ver the finding of an inscription dedi-
cated to the cult of Jupiter and also 
a villa, confirm that the area was also 
inhabited during the Roman Empire. 
The entire valley is littered with ancient 
“torre colombaia”, dove cotes, that 
are either isolated or situated within 
the courts or attached to the villas. The 
municipality includes the parishes of  
Arbizzano, Fane, Mazzano, Montec-
chio, Prun, Santa Maria, San Peretto, 
San Vito and Torbe.

With thanks for

the collaboration: 
Strada del Vino Valpolicella

Itinerary research:
Claudio Oliboni and Ylenia Marogna

Translation:
Camilla Coeli, Joanne Brook, Anne Parry
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OF SAN MARTINO
Built in the main square of Ne-
grar, was first mentioned in a 
document dated 1067. From 
this ancient construction there 
remains only the sandstone Ro-
manesque bell tower on which 
is situated the meridian and to 
the side of this the engraved 
lapidary, carta lapidaria (illu-
strated below). The present bu-
ilding was constructed in 1807 
and houses an antique organ 
and several paintings from the 
16th and 17th centuries.

ENGRAVED LAPIDARY
The engraved lapidary of Negrar is de-
fined by the long inscription, a total of 
fifty-six lines, in Roman capital letters en-
graved in 1166 on the south wall of the 
bell tower. It records a series of contracts 
through which the parish of Negrar 
would collect an annual levy, required by 
Ribaldino, a citizen of Verona. 

The Parish Church
of San Martino 
viewed from
Piazza RomaT
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Engraved Lapidary
on the Parish Church

of Negrar

THE MERIDIAN MONUMENT
At the entrance to the town, in 
the middle of the main rounda-
bout is the Meridian Monument, 
a sphere armillary.
It consists of a sculpture that 
functions also as a meridian, 
seven metres in height with a 
five metre diameter, bearing a 
total weight of two thousand ki-
lograms. Its spire is completed 
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Meridian Monument,
Negrar

EMILIO SALGARI
Emilio Salgari (1862-1911), an author 
well-known for his adventure stories and 
the creator of Sandokan, spent part of 
his life at Tomenighe di Sotto, a small 
locality within the parish of San Peretto, 
situated in the larger territorial parish 
of Negrar. The Negrar Council, 
through its collaboration with 
the Committee of Salgari 
and other institutions, created 
the Emilio Salgari Literary Award for 
adventure literature in 2006. 
The award is presented as part of a national 
competition held every two years 
which aims to promote 
and value the importance 
of adventure literature.
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with a large functioning wind 
vane that indicates the direc-
tion of the wind. The base that 
supports the moulding of the 
meridian is surrounded by sto-
ne quarried from Prun, (pietra di 
Prun). The Meridian Monument 
of Negrar was designed in 2008 
by the architect, Giuseppe Fer-
lenga. The instrument indicates 
the solar hour, the true noon of 
Negrar, both the summer and 
winter solstices, the equinoxes 
and the direction of the wind.

Bust of Emilio Salgari 
situated on the façade

of the Negrar Council Building

BETWEEN THE VILLAS AND 
VINEYARDS AT THE BASE 
OF THE VALLEY
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The route commences from San Pietro Apostolo
Church, located in the historical centre of the 
village of Arbizzano. Descend the steps 
and you will notice a water fountain to your 
right situated in the main square;
from here, proceed along 
via San Francesco in a 
northerly direction. At the 
fork take via de Battisti, 
following the stone wall past 
the shrine and turning right on 
via Molino Arbizzano. Continue 
past the sports centre and follow 
the road as it turns left. Proceed 
onto via C. Montanari and then turn 
right, continuing along this road until
you reach the entrance of the Novare 
estate, indicated by an enormous 
cypress pine. Proceed along the 
road past the ruin of Ca’ dei Scarpi, 
which is now only used for the storage of tools. The road 
will then become unsealed and will lead you to the 
eighteenth century Villa Mosconi-Bertani, in the locality 
of Novare. Continue following the unsealed road, keeping the 
villa to your left; eventually this road will lead you over a small 
bridge and past a house with a well which is fenced by a sto-
ne wall (La Fontana). At this point, turn right and proceed untill 
you reach the historic stone wash trough; from here, continue 
towards the steps flanked by the century old cedar trees. At this 

2 h
on foot

difficulty:
easy

Novare
Villa Mosconi-Bertani

Busa
del
Fer

CHIESA 
San Pietro Apostolo
GPS 45.491823, 
10.944235

ARBIZZANO
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SAN PIETRO APOSTOLO
This ancient building is situated in the village of 
Arbizzano. Upon a Christian temple (5th century 
A.D.) arose the Romanesque church (11th century) 
of which you can still admire the wonderful por-
tal illustrated with a double crucifixion realized 
in a bas-relief technique on two sides of a slab 
of white marble. The portal is richly decorated 
with quadrants containing various different mo-
tives, both religious and natural, amongst which 
recurs that of vines and leaves with bunches of 
grapes. The present church dates from the 17th 

century and contains a reliquary triptych by the 
artist Giuseppe Antonio Schiavi, a baptismal font 
from the 1300 and a canvas from the 17th century 
attributed to the painter Pietro Negri. Interesting 
as well are the sculptures, masterpieces from the 
18th century, by Lorenzo and Pietro Muttoni.

Portal of 
the Parish church of 
San Pietro Apostolo
Arbizzano di Negrar

VILLA MOSCONI-BERTANI
Villa Mosconi Bertani, situated near Novare, was built of soft Val-
policella stone in the first half of the 18th century by the archi-
tect Adriano Cristofori, commissioned by Giacomo Fattori, and 
completed by the Counts Mosconi who acquired its estate. The 
Villa consists of a central block and two side wings enclosing the 
garden. Inside the building may be seen the Salon of the Muses, 
its walls completely covered with frescoes, and the sixteenth-
century cellar, in which 140 years of wine-casks are preserved.
Behind the main building stretches the great park featuring a 
lake supplied from natural springs. Outside, there is a wonderful 
pathway between the vineyards to walk or cycle along. 
(www.mosconibertani.it).

point, you will have reached Tesa, where you can see the spring 
renamed Fonte Elisia by the poet Ippolito Pindemonte, in honor 
of the Countess Elisabetta Mosconi. The stream has been used 
since Roman times as an aqueduct to supply drinking water to 
the village. From the Fonte, climb the steps and you will reach 
the ex-military trail. Turn right and proceed following this road, 
which will eventually lead you past the disused mines of Busa del 
Fer, which were used for the extraction of iron until the end of 
the Second World War. Continue to follow this trail until it brings 
you back past the villa; then return to the entrance of the estate, 
turn left at the main road and follow via C. Montanari back to the 
Pieve di San Pietro Apostolo.
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1 h
on foot

0,5 h
by bike

difficulty:
easy

Villa Spinosa

via Masua

Shrine of 
Sacro Cuore

LOC. CROSARA
GPS 45.524198, 10.933723

Moron
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Starting from the locality Crosara, at the crossroad with viale Europa, 
take via Crosara uphill leading to the ancient stone wash trough, con-
structed with three stone basins. 
From there, follow the unsealed road in 
a southernly direction, which lead you past 
the votive shrine, dated 1511.
At this point, continue uphill towards 
Villa Spinosa - a Venetian villa 
from the nineteenth century. 
Once you have passed the villa,
you will reach the main sealed
road; turn left, and follow the 
road uphill to the 
crest of the 
Masua, where you will come 
across another shrine. At this point,
turn left and follow via Masua along 
the crest of the hill. In the distance, to 
your right, you will see Monte Baldo - the 
highest peak in the region. Further along the sealed road 
you will reach another shrine - that of Sacro Cuore. Proceed until you 
arrive at via Rocolo Caperle; turn left, and continue along the unsea-
led road, and at the bend, follow the trail indicator downhill through 
the vineyards. Pass through the vineyards in an easterly direction and 

you will arrive upon another unsealed road. 
Follow along this road downhill until you reach 
another large stone wash trough in the villa-
ge of Moron. Continue along the main sealed 
road named via Busa towards the locality Cro-
sara, from where you initially began your walk. 
In the village of Moron you will pass another 
shrine - Madonna del Rosario - flanked by two 
century old cypress pines.

ON THE MASUA HILL

Villa Spinosa
Negrar

ON THE EASTERN SIDE 
OF THE VALLEY
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3 h

difficulty:
medium

The route begins in the village of San Peretto, where from the town’s 
locality of Tomenighe di Sotto, you can still see the country house 
of the author Emilio Salgari. From the main square in the centre of 
town, adjacent to the ancient stone wash trough, cross the road and 
proceed uphill on via Crosetta, passing the Church of San Pietro. On 
the crest of the hill you will see before you the township of Negrar. 

Ara

Castel 

Preperchiusa

Concole Siresol

SAN PERETTO
GPS 45.528730, 10.950543

Crossroad
via Crosetta
- Calcarole

Proceed downhill on via Calcarole, then onto via Pojega towards via 
Rizzardi. Along the route you will pass the famous Villa Rizzardi; facing 
the villa, follow the trail on the left side that runs alongside the stone 
wall surrounding the Pojega Garden. Continue through the vineyards, 
cherry orchard and olive grove until you reach the main sealed road; 
at this point, turn right and follow the sealed road to the next road on 
the right, then proceed uphill. At the cross road, follow the indications 
left uphill, passing through the localities of Castel and Ara, towards 
Preperchiusa, and continue along the cement road that leads through 
the forest towards Siresol.Upon reaching Siresol, turn right and follow 
the sealed road downhill for about 1 km, passing through the loca-
lity of Concole. Before the sharp bend to the right, in the locality of 

NEGRAR

Villa 
Rizzardi 

Trentin

Bressa

Villa Sorte

Casa 
Salgari
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Bell tower of the 
church of San Pietro
San Peretto di Negrar

THE CHURCH OF SAINT PETER
Situated in San Peretto there is a church dating back to 
the 13th century which through the centuries has been 
modified many times and only internally has some 
original decorations and frescos been preserved. The 
bell tower is 26 metres high and dates back to the Ro-
manesque era. Constructed using tuff stone (a type of 
rock made from volcanic ash), without a cone and with 
mullions on each side of the bell chamber. 

THE POJEGA GARDEN – VILLA RIZZARDI
Built between 1783 and 1791 by the architect Luigi Trezza at the 
behest of the Count Antonio Rizzardi, the Garden of Pojega is one 
of the best examples of an Italian Garden (open to the public from 
April through till October). Designed on three levels with a total area 
of 54,000 m2. Within the garden you can find a temple decorated with 
statues representing mythological figures. On the second level, adja-
cent to the citrus garden, you can find the Enclave of the Fountain 
which is a circular hedged space with a pool of water in the center. 
Proceeding further you will reach the Green Theatre with its seven 
terraces. During the summer months musical and theatrical events are 
held within the Garden. For information www.villarizzardi.it

THE UPPER VALLEY OF NEGRAR
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Leave from the main square of Torbe, located 
in front of the church and take via Galdè 
downhill. At the carved tree, keep to the right past 
the former country estate Galdè. Further downhill 
you will arrive at Noval, where you will 
notice the 17th century shrine and 
Casa Quintarelli- claimed by many as 
the oldest example of a portico and 
loggia in Valpolicella. Return to the 
shrine and turn right, proceeding 
downhill and following the 
unsealed road through the 
vineyards; keep left and continue in 
the direction of a stone building. At 
the curve, follow the road to the right 
through the vineyards and then left 
uphill. Traverse the main sealed road 
and continue uphill on the unsealed 
road that runs parallel. On your left, 
you will see an old stone retaining wall 
constructed in a fishbone pattern using 
Prun stone. At this point, cross the sealed 
road and proceed along via Malanchini, 
keeping to your right and following the road
almost until its end, at which point you will 
notice a narrow gap between the walls to your left. Climb the steps and 
you will arrive on the main road; then turn right and proceed towards 
the church. At the fork in the road you can also proceed uphill along via 
Contrada Bottega; then, at the small shrine, descend the steps located 
to your right into the main square of Torbe.

2 h

difficulty:
medium

TORBE
GPS 45.560656, 

10.941809

NOVAL
Casa
Quintarelli

crossroad on 
the main road

Galdè

Malanchini

Trentin, you will come across a cement road to your left; take this road 
downhill to the locality of Bressa. Keep to the left and the road will 
become unsealed at the fork; continue along on the left through the 
olive grove past a large cypress pine. When the road will becomes ce-
ment again, proceed past the small shrine on your right. As the road 
divides, keep left and follow the unsealed road along the fence line 
up to the high stone wall situated at the back of Villa Sorte. At the jun-
ction, keep to the right and follow the cement road downhill past the 
villa. From here continue downhill to the main square of San Peretto.
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Saline

Chieve

MAZZANO
GPS 45.564661, 10.960342

Prael
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2 h

difficulty:
medium
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WITH THE LESSINIA

Wind Harp
Mazzano, Negrar

Starting from the parish church of Mazzano, go uphill following 
the sealed road for approximately one 
kilometre. After the bend to the right, 
take the unsealed road to your 
left uphill through the cherry 
orchards and vineyards 
towards the hamlet of 
Saline. Upon arriving 
in Saline, turn 
right onto the 
sealed road and proceed in the direction of 
the higher road, which will lead you downhill towards
the hamlet of Chieve. When you arrive in Chieve, 
a road to your right will lead to a typical stone 
fountain with two wash troughs; keeping this point 
to your left, follow the road downhill towards Prael
and stay on this road until you reach the point of your 
initial departure. Here, you can admire the peculiar
monument called Wind Harp (Arpa eolica) of Mazzano.

WIND HARP OF MAZZANO
In the hamlet of Mazzano, near the parish 
church, you can find a monument called 
the Wind Harp of Mazzano, a structure with 
the ability to produce beautiful sounds with 
the presence of wind. The sculpture con-
ceived by the architect Giuseppe Ferlenga 
and commissioned by The Sporting and 
Cultural Group of Mazzano in memory of 
those departed, fallen in war and at work. 
It is approximately seven metres high with 
the form, a sleek silhouette of a cypress 
pine, a symbol of eternal life. The shape of 
the base is realized in the local Prun stone 
and recalls to the mountain tops.

Shrine in the locality Prael
Mazzano, Negrar

Typical house with portal of entry and 
courtyard, Saline, Mazzano
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PALIO DEL RECIOTO 
E DELL’AMARONE
The Palio del Recioto festival was first or-
ganised in 1953 thanks to the intuition of 
the Mayor of the time, Guido Ghedini, with 
the aim of promoting Valpolicella Classica 
wine and its territory; the Palio is now the 
most important annual event for the peo-
ple of Negrar. Wine producers take part in 
a competition to choose the best Recioto 
del Palio, a Recioto wine made with grapes 
from the most recent vintage. By tradition 
the winner is proclaimed on Easter Mon-
day. During the festival the main streets 
of Negrar are filled with stands where vi-
sitors can enjoy the Recioto del Palio and 
other Valpolicella wines. Since 2015 the 
Vetrina dell’Amarone, an event dedicated 
to show-casing Valpolicella’s most famous 
wine, Amarone, has been held at the same 
time as the Palio. On Easter Tuesday pro-
fessional cyclists from Italy and abroad take 
part in an international cycle race, the Gran 
Premio Palio del Recioto.
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The international success of Amarone wine 
is one of the reasons for the growth of inte-
rest in this area in the province of Verona, 
situated between the town of Verona and 
Lake Garda. Its strategic position makes it 
an ideal base for a holiday in the hills, with 
visits to Venetian villas and vineyards pro-
ducing Valpolicella, Ripasso, Recioto and 
Amarone wines. The area can be visited on 
foot with walks along signed footpaths and 
by taking part in food and wine festivals 
such as the Palio del Recioto e dell’Amaro-
ne, the Tour del Palato in June, the Magna-
longa Settembrina and many others. This 
is a special area, with historic and cultural 
attractions and beautiful landscapes.

Hope to see you soon 
in the Valley of Negrar, 

The Mayor

Roberto Grison

Councillor
for Culture and Tourism

Camilla Coeli

For up-to-date information on all the 
events in the Negrar area, visit the website 
www.comunenegrar.it and the Comune di 
Negrar Facebook page.
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ORIGINS
OF AMARONE

AND VALPOLICELLA
WINES

Amarone, one of the most po-
pular red wines in the world, 
was first produced in the 1930s 
in the Cantina Valpolicella 
Negrar, where it was given its 
name. As with many great in-
ventions, Amarone was at least 
in part produced by accident. 
It was first made in 1936 in the 
cellars of Villa Mosconi, home 
of the Cantina Sociale Val-
policella, by the wine-maker 
Adelino Lucchese. At the time 
Recioto was the most popular 
wine in Valpolicella because of 
its sweet taste, but Lucchese 
made a mistake and allowed a 
barrel of Recioto to ferment for 
too long. The Director in those 
days, Gaetano Dall’Ora, reali-
zed that rather than a Recioto 
which had gone bitter (amaro), 
he had produced an amarone, 
a great bitter wine. So the first 
Amarone saw the light and 
was bottled by the Cantina in 
1939 with the name Amarone 
Extra, a name which was used 
exclusively by the Cantina Val-
policella Negrar for the next 
30 years. After the DOC wine 
classification was established 
in 1968, the name Recioto 
Amarone della Valpolicella 
was used by all the producers, 

and in 1995, as a result of the 
worldwide success of the wine, 
the regulations were changed 
to distinguish it from Recioto. 
Finally in 2010, with the new 
classification DOCG (Deno-
mination of Controlled and 
Guaranteed Origin) it became 
Amarone della Valpolicella.
Nowadays the 1939 bottle of 
Amarone Extra della Valpoli-
cella is stored in the historic 
cellar in the Cantina Valpolicel-
la Negrar and is the crowning 
glory of the guided tour which 
can be booked by ringing         
045 6014300. 
www.cantinanegrar.it
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DEPARTMENT OF
CULTURE AND TOURISM
OF COMUNE DI NEGRAR

Piazza Vittorio Emanuele II, 37 
37024 Negrar (VR)

tel. +39 045 6011668
tel. +39 045 6011611 
www.comunenegrar.it
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